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Abstract. We present a new method to extract data from multispectral MR
exams of patients with Multiple Sclerosis. Our technique produces images of
“spectral phase” relative to cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF-SP images). It provides a
convenient way of reducing multispectral MR exams to a single, intuitive image
with contrast characteristics similar to anatomical photographs. Our new images
provide better tissue contrast than that found in any of the MR images. Contrast
between CSF and white matter (WM) was increased from a maximum of 19.5 in
the T1w MR image to 56 in the CSF-SP image (+187%). Contrast between CSF
and gray matter (GM) increased from a maximum of 14.5 in the T1w image to
35.2 in the CSF-SP image (+143%). Finally, contrast between WM and GM
increased from a maximum of 7.5 in the T2w image to 11.5 in the CSF-SP
image (+53%). The additional contrast in CSF-SP images may aid the quantification and analysis of lesion activity in MR exams of MS patients.

1

Introduction

MRI provides very sensitive detection of the lesions of Multiple Sclerosis
(MS)[1]. We are developing new techniques to provide information about temporal
changes in MS lesion intensity composition from sequential multispectral MR exams
of MS patients[2]. Our methods are based upon analysis of the multispectral “feature
space” distributions of tissue and lesion intensities[3]. However, as the number of
images in each exam increases the feature space dimension also increases making feature space visualization and analysis more difficult.
In this paper we present a new method to extract data from multidimensional feature spaces while minimizing the loss of information. Our new technique provides
images of “spectral phase” (SP) relative to a reference tissue. SP images have a number
of important advantages: a) they are largely insensitive to intensity inhomogeneities in
the multispectral MR exam; b) they allow retrospective suppression of reference tissue
signals; c) they provide information about the underlying MR characteristics of lesions
and other tissues while retaining high spatial resolution; and, d) they can provide tissue
contrast much greater than any of the MR images. In this paper we describe the construction of spectral phase images relative to cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) and show their
application to MR exams of five MS patients selected from a clinical trial underway at
our institute.
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Methods

Multispectral analysis was performed on MR exams of five MS patients selected at
random from a clinical trial underway at our institute. Patients were imaged on a 1.5T
Signa scanner (General Electric Systems). Four MR contrasts at each of 24 slices covering the head were acquired from each patient using spin echo imaging: proton density weighted (PDw); T2 weighted (T2w); T1 weighted (T1w); and, T1 weighted after
administration of gadolinium-DTPA contrast agent (GAD). Imaging parameters were
as follows: FOV = 22 x 16.5 cm.; slice thickness = 5 mm. with no gap; matrix = 256 x
192; flow compensation was enabled. For the proton density/T2 weighted images, TR/
TE1/TE2 = 5000/30/80 msec; BW1/BW2 = 15.6/7.81 khz; 1 nex. Total scan time was
10 minutes 24 seconds. For the T1 weighted images TR = 550 msec; TE = 13 msec;
BW = 16 khz; 2 nex. Total scan time was 5 minutes 23 seconds. After the initial T1
acquisition 0.1 mmol per kg gadolinium-DTPA was injected intravenously, without
disturbing the patient setup. After 5 minutes a second gadolinium enhanced T1
weighted sequence was acquired with the same parameters as above. A standard patient
setup and exam slice orientation procedure was used to minimize patient motion
between the PD/T2w and T1w scans and provide slice positioning which varied less
than 1 mm over the entire patient volume.
Images were transferred to a SUN Ultrasparc 10 workstation (Sun Microsystems,
Mountainview, California) for preprocessing. Initially, intensity non-uniformity in each
multispectral exam was corrected using the non-parametric, non-uniform intensity normalization algorithm developed by Sled et. al[4]. Next, a non-linear anisotropic diffusion based filter was applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio within the images.
The filter is based on one reported by Perona and Malik[5] but extended to incorporate
information from an arbitrary number of spectral bands when calculating the diffusion
coefficient. This filter requires two input parameters: the number of iterations; and, an
estimate of image noise. We selected three iterations as suggested by Gerig et al[6].
Image noise was estimated using twice the standard deviation measured in a large
region of interest (ROI) placed in air. Although signal in air typically follows a Rician
distribution, it can be used to predict the Gaussian distribution of signals in tissues[7].
Finally, in each exam four slices covering the lateral ventricles were selected for processing. A single 4-D feature space was constructed for each patient from the four MR
exam intensities in the selected slices.
The 4-D feature spaces were used to calculate spectral phase images relative to
cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF). CSF was selected as a reference signal since it is easily
identifiable, allows definition of large homogenous ROI's and has stable MR image signal through disease progression. ROI’s were placed were placed within the lateral ventricles of each patient. ROI’s were placed well away from the ventricle edges to reduce
any partial volume effects between slices. For each patient ‘p’ a CSF reference intensity vector was formed as follows:
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CSF p = R PDw, p R T2w, p R T1w, p R GAD, p

T

(1)

where

∑ Ibijp

ij
-, ij ∈ ROI , b ∈ { PDw, T2w, T1w, GAD }
R b, p = ---------------np

(2)

given that: I bijp is the voxel value from spectral band ‘b’ in voxel ‘ij’ within patient ‘p’;
and, n p is the number of voxels in the CSF ROI. Here ‘i,j’ were restricted to indicate
voxels within the CSF ROI.
Spectral phase images for each patient were then constructed by determining the
CSF-relative spectral phase at every exam location ‘xy’:
CSF – SP xyp = CSF p • V xyp

(3)

where
T

V xyp = [ I bxyp ] , b ∈ { PDw, T2w, T1w, GAD }

(4)

given that: I bxyp is the voxel value from spectral band ‘b’ in voxel ‘xy’ within patient
‘p’. With this algorithm tissues which are spectrally “close” to CSF have small values
in the output image, while those that are “far” from CSF have high values.
Contrast in the original MR and CSF-SP images was determined from the signal
difference to noise ratio (dSNR) between: CSF and normal-appearing white matter
(NAWM); CSF and gray-matter (GM); and NAWM and GM. dSNR between pairs of
tissues was calculated using the following equation:
x1 – x2
dSNR = --------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
( n1 – 1 ) ⋅ s1 + ( n2 – 1 ) ⋅ s2
-----------------------------------------------------------------n1 + n2 – 2

(5)

2

where: x i is the mean signal measured within each tissue ROI; s i is the variance
within each tissue ROI; and n i is the number of voxels within each ROI. Note that this
is similar to a two-sample unpaired t-test under the assumption of equal variances[8].
The mean and standard deviation of the dSNR measurements across the 5 patients were
then plotted and compared.
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Results

Figure 1 shows PDw, T2w, T1w and contrast enhanced T1w images from a single
slice in Patient 1. The lesion burden in this patient is very small with only one prominent lesion on the anterior horn of the left lateral ventricle. This lesion is not readily
visible in the T1 weighted image nor in the gadolinium enhanced image. These images
are typical of those for patients in the early stages of disease.

FIG. 1. a) through d) are respectively spin-echo PDw, T2w, T1w, and T1w after administration
of gadolinium-DTPA contrast agent. This patient has one lesion near the anterior horn of the
left lateral ventricle. However, this lesion does not enhance after administration of contrast
agent. These images are typical of those analyzed in these experiments

Figure 2 shows the CSF-SP image calculated at the same slice as the images in
Figure 1. The image has high contrast, with an overall appearance similar to anatomical
images. Indeed, some white-matter tracks are visible. Figure 3 shows tissue contrasts
measured between CSF and NAWM; CSF and GM; and, NAWM and GM, in the MR
and CSF-SP images from the 5 MS patient exams. The CSF-SP images provided
higher tissue contrast than any of the MR images. Part of the increased contrast
resulted from application of the anisotropic diffusion filter algorithm which reduced
the standard deviation within tissues by 33% on average. In turn, this increased dSNR
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between tissues by 33% on average. However, calculation of CSF-SP images increased
tissue contrast further: CSF-NAWM contrast was increased from a maximum of 19.5 in
the T1w image to 56 in the CSF-SP image (+187%). CSF-GM contrast increased from
a maximum of 14.5 in the T1w image to 35.2 in the CSF-SP image (+143%). Finally,
NAWM-GM contrast increased from a maximum of 7.5 in the T2w image to 11.5 in
the CSF-SP image (+53%).

FIG. 2. Spectral phase images not only provide high contrast, but also allow selective
suppression of tissue signals during post-processing.This figure shows a cross-sectional
spectral phase image relative to cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF-SP). Using this technique to suppress
fluid signal produces images with tissue contrasts similar to anatomical images

The increased contrast in CSF-SP images may allow better visualization of the
heterogeneity within some lesions. Figure 4 shows close-up views of a single periventricular lesion in Patient 2.The CSF-SP image reveals heterogeneity within the lesion
region which is not apparent in either the PDw or T2w images. Much of the lesion is
not visible in the T1w images. Visualization of subtle changes in contrast within and
around the lesion region in CSF-SP images may provide a sensitive indication of
change, and thus disease activity.

4

Discussion

A number of authors have shown that analysis of multi-dimensional feature spaces
can aid the identification and detection of various pathologies. For example Vinitski et
al have shown that cluster classification in a 3-dimension feature space improves tissue
segmentation compared to classification in a 2-dimensional feature space[9]. They
have also shown that utilization of a 3-dimensional feature space allows identification
of additional tissues within tumor regions which correlate with histologic samples[10].
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FIG. 3. The mean signal-difference to noise ratios (dSNR) measured between tissues in MR
and CSF-SP images from 5 MS patients. The error bars indicate one standard error about each
mean. CSF spectral phase images provide better dSNR between CSF, normal-appearing white
matter (WM) and gray matter (GM) than any of the MR images. The mean dSNR between CSF
and WM in CSF-SP images is 56, while it is only 20 at most the MR images. The improved
contrast may aid detection of subtle changes in lesions over time

FIG. 4. Increased contrast in CSF spectral phase images may aid the visualization of lesion
heterogeneity. The images are close-up views of a large lesion in the original proton-density
weighted (PDw), T2 weighted (T2w), T1 weighted (T1w) and spectral phase relative to cerebrospinal fluid (SP) images. The lesion (arrow) is barely visible in the T1w image, and appears
relatively homogenous in the PDw and T2w images. The CSF-SP image reveals structure within
the lesion region. Notice also the good suppression of CSF signal in the SP image
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They speculate that analysis of additional contrast (i.e. analysis of higher dimensional
feature spaces) may improve segmentation further.
However visualization and analysis of feature spaces becomes more difficult as
their dimension increases. One solution is to use tissue class information to construct a
transformation from a higher dimensional feature space down to a 2-D or 3-D feature
space. Zadeh et. al. have shown one such transformation which has the added benefit of
increasing class separability[11],[12].
Brunetti et. al. describe a different technique which combines multi-spectral MRI
data into a quantitative color image[13]. They found that this new color image helped
improve the detectability of white matter lesions in multiple sclerosis. It also improved
the agreement and reduced the variability between radiologists compared to conventional spin echo studies. However their technique incorporates information from
exactly three MR images and is therefore incapable of incorporating information from
additional contrast.
In this paper we have presented a new technique to extract information from multidimensional feature spaces constructed from MR images of patients with multiple sclerosis. Our new technique provides images of spectral phase relative to CSF. CSF was
selected as the reference signal since it is easily identifiable and maintains intensity
characteristics through disease progression. However, alternative reference signals
could be selected from other tissues, or phantom materials within the exam volume and
may provide even better discrimination of lesions and normal tissues. A more extensive
study needs to be performed to determine the merit of alternative reference signals.
CSF-SP images can combine information from an arbitrary number of MR image
contrasts. This may be useful for simplifying or reducing a complex data set down to a
single image. CSF-SP images also allow retrospective suppression of reference tissue
signals. This may be useful if the reference tissue obscures or has contrast similar to
another tissue of interest in one or more of the MR images. Finally, CSF-SP images can
provide tissue contrast much greater than that present in any of the MR images. This
increased contrast may aid the visualization of lesion heterogeneity and improve the
detection of subtle changes in lesions over time.
Figure 5 shows CSF-SP images calculated from MR exams acquired every 4
weeks over a 5 month period from an additional MS patient. Each image was produced
within the same 3mm thick slice. Although registration between exams is not perfect,
this slice was selected for analysis since all lesions visible in this slice were also visible
in the slices immediately superior and inferior to this slice. A number of diffuse abnormalities are visible in this image sequence which are not apparent in the original MR
images. For example, a dark, diffuse region appears around a prominent lesion in the
left anterior region on Day 26. Monitoring of subtle changes in CSF-SP images may
provide a more sensitive indication of disease activity than analysis of standard MR
exams of MS patients. However, an ROC analysis comparing the detectability of MS
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lesions in conventional and CSF-SP images must be performed to demonstrate this
point conclusively.

FIG. 5. Spectral phase images may indicate subtle changes in MR exam intensities over time.
These are CSF-SP images derived from MR exams acquired over 5 months within the same 3mm
thick axial cross-section from an additional MS patient. Note, for example, the growth of a diffuse
abnormality in the lower right quadrant by Day 26 (arrow). This abnormality recedes by Day 84
leaving two small focal lesions

5

Conclusions

A new technique has been developed to calculate “spectral phase” images from
multispectral MR exams of MS patients. The technique provides a convenient way of
reducing multispectral MR exams to a single image. Spectral phase images relative to
CSF provide better tissue contrast than that found in any of the MR images. The
increased contrast may aid the quantification and analysis of lesion activity in MR
exams of MS patients.
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